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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 23 

The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 

the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 

request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 

parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 

no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 

timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 

arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).)  Court Call is approved for all hearings except Law and 

Motion, Issue Conferences and Trial.  Department 23’s telephone number is: (925) 608-1123. 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 23 Cases 

The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. 
The order must include appearances.  If the tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of 
the Court’s tentative ruling must be attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court 
for issuance of the order. 
 

 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00436 
CASE NAME: POLIZZI VS. HENRY MATOZA CONSTRUCTION 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR DETERMINATION OF GOOD FAITH SETTLEMENT 
FILED BY HENRY MATOZA CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
On August 14, 2020 defendant Henry Matoza Construction, Inc., (hereafter “Defendant”) filed a 
motion that this court determine whether a settlement between defendant on one hand and 
Joseph and Rosalia Polizzi (hereafter “Plaintiffs”) on the other constitutes a good faith 
settlement within the meaning of the Code of Civil Procedure section 877.6,  
 
No other party has objected to the settlement. This court has independently reviewed the 
motion and moving papers keeping in mind the factors guiding its decision set forth in Tech-Bilt, 
Inc. v. Woodward-Clyde & Assocs. (1985) 388 Cal. 3d 488. The court finds that the settlement 
was made in good faith within the meaning of section 877.6, subd, (c), and therefore grants 
the motion. 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02156 
CASE NAME: SULLIVAN VS. KIM 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES 
FILED BY RYAN SULLIVAN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
For the reasons stated below the Plaintiff’s Motion to Compel Further Responses to 
Interrogatories is denied.  
 
On July 24, 2020 Plaintiffs Sullivan and Moore filed their Motion to Compel Further Responses 
to Interrogatories. On October 14, 2020 Defendant filed an opposition. The Plaintiff’s motion 
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appears to be limited to a contention that this court should order defendant to modify their 
responses to interrogatories by deleting the terms “Independent Medical Examination” or “IME” 
from their interrogatory responses and be required to refer to such a medical examination by 
use of some terminology with less potential to prejudice the Plaintiff. 
 
This court notes that many reported cases use the terms “Independent Medical Examination” 
or “IME” to refer to a medical examination that may be conducted by a physician or other expert 
who is exclusively in the employ or under the direction of the party that sought the examination. 
The Plaintiff correctly notes that there is a potential for prejudice to the Plaintiff if the jury draws 
the incorrect inference that such an exam was conducted by a truly independent physician or 
other expert.  
 
A survey of various statutes that refer to such examinations discloses that these statutes in fact 
do not use the terms “IME” or “Independent Medical Examination” when laying out the ground 
rules governing orders and requests relating to such examinations. See e.g. Code Civ. Proc. 
§ 2032.020, Even so, it is clear that the use of these terms is common in reported court 
decisions and in a variety of other contexts involving torts and other types of cases. 
 
This court recognizes that the rules of evidence permit the introduction into evidence of answers 
to interrogatories both as admissions by a party opponent and for purposes of cross-
examination. See e.g. Code Civ. Proc. § 2030.410, Generally speaking, the rules regarding the 
use of interrogatory answers at the trial preclude affirmative use of interrogatory answers at trial 
by the party that provided the answer. More importantly, any possible prejudice that might arise 
from the use of the terms “IME” or “Independent Medical Examination” can be prevented readily 
by the Plaintiff seeking an in limine ruling from the trial judge barring the use of the terms at trial 
or permitting the substitution of less prejudicial terminology. For example, the Plaintiff might 
simply request the trial court to rule that the word “independent” be deleted or redacted 
whenever a particular interrogatory answer contains the term “Independent Medical 
Examination” is quoted on the record. 
 
The solution to the Plaintiff’s legitimate concern is not to require the Defendant to provide an 
entirely new response(s) to the Plaintiff’s interrogatories. Rather, the solution is let the trial judge 
do his or her job by making rulings in limine on the nature and scope of the evidence to be 
introduced at the trial. 

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02476 
CASE NAME: BRUNO VS. KIRBY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY NICOLAS A. BRUNO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s counsel is directed to appear in court or via CourtCall at 9 a.m. on October 26, 2020. 
 
Plaintiff’s counsel has filed at least one motion to be relieved as counsel. Before the court can 
rule on counsel’s motion(s), the court wishes to have counsel provide some information 
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concerning the status of proceedings in the case including a possible settlement of the case and 
the service of process on one of more parties. 

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02476 
CASE NAME: BRUNO VS. KIRBY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY JEANETTE BRUNO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Item #3 above. 
 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02476 
CASE NAME: BRUNO VS. KIRBY 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Item #3 above. 
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL18-07073 
CASE NAME: CAPITAL ONE VS. CORTEZ 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY MARIA L. CORTEZ 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defense counsel Ciccone has filed a motion to be relieved as counsel for the Defendant 
(Cortez) indicating that she has been unable to maintain any relationship with her client despite 
numerous attempts to contact the Defendant and discuss the case with her. 
 
The Defendant has not filed any opposition to the motion. The court notes that the file reflects 
that an unopposed final judgment has already been entered against the Defendant. Counsel’s 
motion is most likely moot but, if not moot, counsel’s leave to withdraw is granted. 
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 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL20-01634 
CASE NAME: CITIBANK VS. ROBERT COLEMAN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT AND ENTER JUDGMENT 
FILED BY CITIBANK, N.A. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
On July 17, 2020 the Plaintiff filed a motion to set aside a notice of settlement and to enter 
judgment pursuant to a stipulation previously entered by the parties. The motion and supporting 
allegations indicate that on March 23, 2020 the Defendant defaulted on payments required by 
the settlement agreement. The motion reflects that the defendant is granted credits for amounts 
paid while the settlement agreement was in effect.  
 
The Defendant has filed no opposition. The motion is granted and the court will sign the 
proposed order and judgment submitted by the Plaintiff with its motion. 

 

  

 8.  TIME: 10:00   CASE#: MSL19-08191 
CASE NAME: DISCOVER VS. ORTEGA 
COURT TRIAL - SHORT (1 HOUR) CAUSE / 0 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This matter has been taken off calendar. 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSL20-02110 
CASE NAME: COMDATA VS. SCHMIDT AND SOHN'S LOGISTICS 
SPECIALLY SET EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON MOTION TO QUASH SERVICE 
SET BY COURT (JUDGE BURCH) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This matter has been set for an evidentiary hearing on Defendants’ motion to quash service. 
The parties are to appear and be ready for the scheduled hearing at !:30 p.m. 

 

  

10.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSL20-02110 
CASE NAME: COMDATA VS. SCHMIDT AND SOHN'S LOGISTICS 
CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Item #9 above. 
 

 

 


